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Geronimo Stilton meets the Stone Age in this NEW spin-off series!Who is Geronimo Stiltonoot?He

is a cavemouse -- Geronimo Stilton's ancient ancestor. He runs the stone newspaper in the

prehistoric village of Old Mouse City. From dealing with dinosaurs to dodging meteorites, his life in

the Stone Age is full of adventure!WATCH YOUR TAIL!Geronimo Stiltonoot wakes up to a terrible

morning. Meteors are falling from the sky, and it seems like everyone in Old Mouse City has an

awful stomachache! Geronimo must travel to the Cave of Memories to find the ancient shaman cure

for his fellow cavemice. But dangers lurk on his journey -- can he make it back home safely?
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I asked my mom if I could buy it and it turned out to be a great book! I will try to remember to tell all

my friends about this book!!!!! IT IS AWESOME AND SWEET AT THE SAME TIME!!!! Written by my

son, Matthew, age 7.

This is a great book for young children 6 - 8 years old who like the regular Geronimo Stilton series. I

give it five stars because I like the adventure they go on. I don't want to spoil the book so I am not

going to tell how it goes. Well, maybe just one part. Geronimo Stilton discovers from a news bird



that a volcano has erupted and there is a meteor shower. Everybody gets sick except him. He goes

to a wise man's house and gets sent on a quest to get the cure. I hope you enjoy this book!

This book was amazing I loved the part where Gironimo Stiltonoot took the dangerous path to get to

the cave of memories while he could have just traveled east and reached his destination quicker but

that would have been bo_ ring. If you like comedy,adventure,or mystery this is definitely the book for

you you'll love it.

I bought this book for a classroom library. It was eagerly anticipated and did not disappoint. I had a

waiting list of readers before it hit the shelf. Geronimo, Thea,and now Cavemice, are always a hit.

I loved this book it was greatCause it was one of my favoriteBook .If I were one of those charactersI

would be so happy

it is a great book for kids ages 7-10. Every kid will love and enjoy this great children's book and all

Geronimos other books.

I had a feeling it was those to brothers but I still loved it. :) I still wonder how prune juice goce every

mouse stomachs.

I had so much fun reading this book. it felt like I was in the book.I take this as a 5 star rating.
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